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The polar phase of superfluid 3He is stable in ”nematically ordered” densed aerogel. A rotating
vessel with the polar superfluid can be filled either by an array of the single quantum vortices or by
an array of the half-quantum vortices. It is shown that the inhomogeneous distribution of the spin
part of the order parameter arising in an array of half-quantum vortices in strong enough magnetic
field tilted to the average direction of aerogel strands leads to the appearance of a satellite in the
NMR signal shifted in the negative direction with respect to the Larmor frequency. The satellite
is absent in the case of an array of single quantum vortices what allows to distinguish these two
configurations.
The polar state in the anisotropic aerogel with lower density transforms at lower temperatures to
the axipolar state. The array of half-quantum vortices created in the polar phase keeps its structure
under transition to the axipolar state. The temperature dependence of the vortex-satellite NMR
frequency is found to be slower below the transition temperature to the axipolar state.
I. INTRODUCTION
About a decade ago it was predicted theoretically1 that liquid 3He in anisotropic aerogel transforms below the
normal-superfluid phase transition to the superfluid polar state. This was recently demonstrated experimentally2
using the dense anisotropic aerogel called ”nafen” consisting of Al2O3 strands nearly parallel to one another and
having diameters 6-9 nm. The polar state is the superfluid equal spin pairing state with the order parameter given
by the product of the spin V and the orbital p real unit vectors
Apolαi = ∆polVαpie
iφ. (1)
The aerogel uniaxial anisotropy fixes the direction of the p vector along the zˆ direction parallel to the aerogel strands.
On the other hand, the spin vector V must lie in the plane perpendicular to the p direction what corresponds to the
minimum of the spin-orbital interaction
Fso =
2
5
gpold
(
(Vp)2 − 1
3
)
. (2)
Here, gpold ∝ |∆pol|2 is the amplitude of the dipole-dipole interaction proportional to the square modulus of the polar
state order parameter.
In what follows we consider the polar phase under rotation with an angular velocity parallel to the average direction
of the aerogel strands. In the equilibrium a rotating vessel with a superfluid is filled by an array of parallel quantized
vortices with the density nv = 2Ω/Γ such that the local average superfluid velocity is equal to the velocity of the
normal component rotating with the angular velocity Ω of vessel. Here Γ is the circulation quantum. For the single
quantum vortices in the superfluid 3He it is equal to h2m3 = 0.66× 10−3 cm2/s. Similar to an Abrikosov lattice in the
presence of inhomogeneities3 a long-range order in the arrangement of vortex lines is spoiled owing to the pinning of
vortices on the aerogel strands.
An equilibrium lattice of vortices arises at slow enough finite Ω on cooling from the normal to the superfluid state.
The polar superfluid in rotating vessel can be filled4 either by an array of the single quantum vortices with the density
nv, or by an array of the half-quantum vortices with the double density 2nv. In the first case, vortices do not disturb
the homogeneous distribution of V vectors in the plane perpendicular to the aerogel strands. In the second one, each
half-quantum vortex is accompanied by the basal plane ±pi disclination in the vector V field. As in the rotating
3He-A in parallel plate geometry considered by M.Salomaa and G.Volovik5 the system of disclinations resembles a
two-dimensional electroneutral plasma such that the vortices with +pi and −pi disclinations alternate in the vortex
lattice. The inhomogeneous distribution of vector V in the intervortex space around pair of half quantum vortices is
shown in Fig.1. The half-quantum vortices accompanied by the disclinations in the vector V field are pinned to the
aerogel strands.
A magnetic field H > 50G orients the V vector in the plane normal to the field direction. Hence, a constant
magnetic field along the anisotropy axis does not disturb the vector V texture in rotating vessel. But a magnetic field
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2FIG. 1: Distribution of V vector in the (x, y) plane around pair of half-quantum vortices. Directions of the V vector shown by
traits display pair of disclinations with opposite Frank indices: on circling each vortex line the phase of the order parameter
changes by pi while V rotates by +pi and by −pi, resulting in single-valuedness of the order parameter Eq. (1).
directed at the angle µ to the axis zˆ, that is along
hˆ = yˆ sinµ+ zˆ cosµ, (3)
changes the vector V distribution. Namely, when the basal plane field component H sinµ exceeds the spin-orbit
interaction, the vector V texture consists: (i) from the homogeneous distribution V ‖ xˆ in almost all inter-vortex
space what corresponds to minimum both the magnetic and the spin-orbit energy and (ii) from the narrow walls or
planar solitons with thickness of the order of dipole length ξd ∼ 10−3 cm connecting the opposite sign ±pi disclinations
inside of which vector V ⊥ H performs rotation on the angle pi around field direction.
The continuous NMR signal can be roughly represented as originating from the homogeneous region of vector V
texture and from the solitons connecting disclinations. As we shall see the NMR frequencies from the homogeneous
region and from the solitons are different. Hence, they reveal themselves as the two separated peaks in the NMR
signal. In the case of the single quantum vortices the vector V texture is homogeneous, the soliton peak is absent
that allows to distinguish these two configurations.
In what follows we consider the Nuclear Magnetic Resonance properties in the rotating polar phase under magnetic
field and their modification below the phase transition to the so-called axipolar phase what was revealed in an
anisotropic aerogel of lower density2.
This paper is based on the approach developed by the author in Ref.4. The more rigorous derivation and the
corresponding experimental results are reported in the preprint6.
3II. NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE PROPERTIES
The shift of the NMR frequency from the Larmor frequency is determined by the spin-orbital energy which in the
pure polar state has the following form4
Fso = 2(C1 + C2)∆
2
pol〈(V(t)zˆ)2〉. (4)
Here, C1 and C2 are the constants of the dipole-dipole interaction in an anisotropic aerogel, ∆pol is the amplitude of
the order parameter of the polar state, the angular brackets indicate the time averaging over fast precessional motion
of the V(t) vector around the direction of the precessing with resonance frequency magnetization7,8. Taking into
account, that (i) the equilibrium vector V distribution inside the solitons undergoes rotation on the angle ϕ varying
the interval (0, pi) around the field direction, (ii) the external magnetic field is directed at the angle µ to the anisotropy
axis zˆ in the (y, z) plane, and (iii) the precessing magnetization is tilted at the angle β to the field direction, we have
V(t) = Rx(µ)Rz(−ωLt)Ry(β)Rz(ωLt+ ϕ)xˆ, (5)
where Rx(µ) is the matrix of rotation around the x axis on angle µ with the other matrices similarly defined.
Performing the time averaging we obtain the angular dependence of the dipole energy
〈(V(t)zˆ)2〉 = 1
4
sin2 µ
[
(cosβ + 1)2 sin2 ϕ+
1
2
(cosβ − 1)2
]
+
1
2
cos2 µ(1− cos2 β). (6)
The frequency shift of the transverse NMR from the Larmor value is given by
2ωL∆ω = −2γ
2
χ
∂ 〈Fso〉
∂ cosβ
= −Ω2pol
∂ 〈(V(t)zˆ)2〉
∂ cosβ
, (7)
Ω2pol =
2γ2
χ
2(C1 + C2)∆
2
pol. (8)
Here γ is the 3He nuclear gyromagnetic ratio, and χ is the paramagnetic susceptibility. Substituting Eq.(6) in Eq.
(7) we obtain
2ωL∆ω = Ω
2
pol
[
cosβ +
1
4
sin2 µ(1− 5 cosβ)− 1
2
sin2 µ sin2 ϕ(1 + cosβ)
]
. (9)
In regions of homogeneous V vector ϕ = 0, thus
2ωL∆ω = Ω
2
pol
[
cosβ +
1
4
sin2 µ(1− 5 cosβ)
]
. (10)
In the case of continuous NMR β = 0 and
2ωL∆ω = Ω
2
pol cos
2 µ (11)
such that with the external field lying in the basal plane (µ = pi/2) the resonance frequency coincides with the Larmor
frequency. Thus, in the case of singly-quantized vortices the NMR shift is equal to zero.
In solitons regions the vector V distribution is inhomogeneous, and angle ϕ varying in the interval (0, pi). Then,
for the continuous NMR β = 0 we obtain
2ωL∆ω = Ω
2
pol(cos
2 µ− sin2 µ sin2 ϕ). (12)
Thus for a basal plane field orientation we obtain the satellite frequency shifted in respect of the Larmor frequency
2ωL∆ω = −Ω2pol sin2 ϕ. (13)
This frequency shift obtained in the paper4 has been averaged over the ϕ distribution giving 2ωL∆ω = −Ω2pol/2.
Actually, the inhomogeneous angle ϕ distribution inside the planar solitons with thickness ξd creates an additional
torque due to the increase of gradient energy9. As a result the satellite frequency shift acquires the following form10
2ωL∆ω = −Ω2pol
[
sin2 ϕ+ ξ2d(∇ϕ)2
]
. (14)
4Averaging this expression over the angle ϕ distribution inside the soliton yields the frequency of the satellite line in
the continuous NMR signal in transverse field
2ωL∆ω = −Ω2pol. (15)
The frequency Ωpol expressed by Eq. (8) through the amplitude of the polar state order parameter. The latter near
the phase transition from the normal state is
∆2pol =
α0(Tc1 − T )
2β12345
, (16)
hence the satellite frequency shift is written as
2ωL∆ω = −2γ
2
χ
2(C1 + C2)
α0(Tc1 − T )
2β12345
, (17)
where
β12345 = β1 + β2 + β3 + β4 + β5
is the sum of coefficients in the fourth order terms in the Ginzburg-Landau expansion of the free energy
Fcond = αA
?
αiAαi + ηijAαiA
?
αj
+β1|AαiAαi|2 + β2A?αiAαjA?βiAβj + β3A?αiAβiA?αjAβj + β4(A?αiAαi)2 + β5A?αiAβiA?βjAαj , (18)
α = α0(T − Tc), ηij = η
 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 −2
 ,
Tc = Tc(P ) is the transition temperature in a superfluid state suppressed in respect of transition temperature in the
bulk liquid Tc0(P ) due to the isotropic part of quasiparticles scattering on the aerogel strands and
Tc1 = Tc + 2
η
α0
(19)
is the transition temperature from the normal to the polar state.
III. AXIPOLAR STATE
There are two types of anisotropic aerogel samples where the transition into the pure polar phase occurs.2 They
consist of Al2O3 strands and have porosities of 97.8 percent (sample”nafen-90” with overall density 90 mg/cm
3) and
93.9 percent (”nafen-243” with density 243 mg/cm3). In the dense anisotropic aerogel (nafen-243) the superfluid
polar state arising below the critical temperature of phase transition from the normal state exists up to the lowest
temperatures reachable experimentally2. On the other hand, in the anisotropic aerogel of lower density (nafen-90)2
as temperature decreases the polar phase gives way to the more energetically favorable axipolar phase. The latter
also has the order parameter given by the product of the spin and the orbital vectors4
Aaxipolarαi = Vα [azˆi + ib(xˆi cos θ(r) + yˆi sin θ(r))] e
iφ, (20)
where the angle θ(r) determines the local direction of the Cooper pair angular momentum lˆ = −xˆ sin θ(r) + yˆ cos θ(r)
randomly distributed in the basal plane according to Imry-Ma ideology. Hence, the axipolar state can support the
existence of the half-quantum vortices. These vortices, if they already formed in the polar state, are preserved under
the second-order phase transition from the polar to the axipolar state. Here we find the modification of the satellite
NMR frequency below the phase transition from the polar to the axipolar state.
The axipolar phase arises below the critical temperature4
Tc2 = Tc − η
α0
3β345 − β12
2β12
, (21)
5where
β12 = β1 + β2, β345 = β3 + β4 + β5.
are the sums of coefficients in the fourth order terms in the Ginzburg-Landau expansion of the free energy Eq.(18).
Similar to the polar state the minimum of spin-orbital energy in the axipolar state is carried out when the V vector
is perpendicular to the anisotropy axis zˆ. Hence, the strong enough magnetic field tilted to the strands forms the
homogeneous regions, where the vector V lies in the direction perpendicular both to the arerogel strands and to
the field direction, divided by the narrow domain walls - planar solitons, connecting the half-quantum vortices with
the opposite sign disclinations, inside of which the vector V ⊥ H performs rotation on the angle pi around the field
direction. The frequency of the satellite in the NMR signal in the transverse field corresponding to the inhomogeneous
order parameter distribution inside the planar solitons is described by the formula similar to Eq. (15) for the polar
phase
2ωL∆ω ≈ −Ω2axipol (22)
but with the different amplitude
Ω2axipol =
2γ2
χ
2(C1 + C2)
α0
2β12345
[Tc1 − T + r(T − Tc2)] (23)
found in the Ref.4. Here
1− r = 1− 1
4β345
[
2(β345 − β12) + C1
C1 + C2
β12345
]
(24)
is the ratio of the slopes of the temperature dependence of the phase shift below and above Tc2. We note that in Ref.4
there was a misprint in the expression for Ω2axipol which is corrected here.
To estimate r we neglect by the anisotropic part of the spin-orbital energy by setting C2 = 0, and using the values
of the βi coefficients in the weak coupling approximation
4. We obtain
r =
3β345 − β12
4β345
=
5
8
= 0.625. (25)
Thus, the slope of the ∆ω temperature dependence below Tc2 begins to decrease.
IV. CONCLUSION
Liquid 3He filling strongly anisotropic dense aerogel transforms below the critical temperature to the superfluid
polar phase2. Slow enough liquid cooling through the phase transition in a rotating vessel with angular velocity
parallel to the aerogel strands can create an equilibrium density of quantum vortices either with single or with half
quantum of circulation forming rotation of the superfluid component with average velocity equal to the velocity of the
normal component. Each half-quantum vortex is accompanied by a ±pi disclination in the field of the V vector that is
in the spin part of the order parameter. In a constant magnetic field with magnitude stronger than the dipole-dipole
forces and tilted to the aerogel strands almost all intervortex space is filled by a homogeneous distribution of vector
V lying in the direction perpendicular both to the arerogel strands and the field direction. At the same time all pairs
of disclinations of the opposite sign are connected by the narrow walls of an inhomogeneous V vector distribution
with thickness ξd.
We have shown that the walls regions create the satellite in the continuous NMR signal with frequency smaller
than the Larmor frequency. The single quantum vortices do not create an inhomogeneity of the spin part of the
order parameter. This case satellite is absent what allows to distinguish single-quantum and half-quantum vortices
configurations.
In the anisotropic aerogel of the lower density2 as temperature decreases the polar phase transforms to the more
energetically favorable axipolar phase. The latter can also support the existence of half-quantum vortices pinned by
the aerogel strands. Below the phase transition to the axipolar state the temperature dependence of the satellite
NMR frequency corresponding to intervortex stripes is reduced.
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